CANS PALLETISERS AND ENDS
HANDLING SYSTEMS

COMPANY PROFILE

OUR MISSION
CLEVERTECH’s goal is to develop a strong partnership with its customers to realize integrated
solutions designed to meet the demands of a market that is increasingly demanding and competitive.
The use of the best project management tools, an integrated approach in the mechanical, electrical
and software design and their customization have always been the guidelines that CLEVERTECH
uses since its founding. The goal is to combine modern technology with its experience in order to
create a flexible and efficient product, becoming the manufacturing and technology leader.
With its customers,CLEVERTECH aims to:
Establish a strong PARTNERSHIP
Put the spotlight on their product
Provide excellent technical support and after-sales service
Ensure high standards in terms of quality, reliability and safety of the installations

A fast developing technology with proven experience and a culture of research and
innovation.
Founded in 1987, CLEVERTECH has proved a dynamic company that designs, manufactures and
commercialize equipments and systems for the end line automation of the largest producers of
consumer goods.
Since its beginning, CLEVERTECH has created and exported concrete solutions for industry
producing a complete range of palletisers and depalletisers designed to meet the most specific
requirements in terms of productivity and product features.
CLEVERTECH has gradually become a leading partner for several multinational companies and
leading companies in various sectors of production, particularly in the chemical, food, beverage
and can making sectors.
Thanks to its 65 employees who work in three modern factories of about 6000 square meters
located in northern Italy, in the heart of packaging valley, CLEVERTECH has met the expectations
of the global marketplace and it has quickly becoming an industry leader. To date, its level of
exports reached 85% of the total turnover that is of approximately EUR 20 million, with a strong and
spread presence all over the world.
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A GLOBAL PRESENCE

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Clevertech aims to continually develop and deal with all the projects respecting the customizations
requested by the Customer and according the Regulations on Safety standards in Europe and the
United States. For this reason, in recent years, Clevertech is investing in research and development
to devise new solutions to meet the needs of market flexibility and satisfy the customer.
In particular the satisfaction of customers’ needs has always been Clevertech’s philosophy. A
strong technical experience in both hardware and software division has been developed during
several years of presence in the sector, using innovative designing technologies as 3D design and
simulation. All this with the aim of ensuring the quality of project’s execution in less time.
The presence of an IN-HOUSE software department, added value that distinguishes Clevertech in
the market, ensures that customers’ requirements are met at 100% . Only in that way it is possible
to find the most innovative, feasible and economic solutions also for integrated projects like pallet
conveying, -stretch/shrink wrapping, -strapping, labeling, balancing- and handling.

Today CLEVERTECH has an active presence in all the traditional markets of Europe and North
America and a particular attention is paid to all the emerging markets of Latin America, Asia and
the Middle East.
Its extensive sales network is made up of one branch in North America “Clevertech North-America”
and one in China “Clevertech Asia Pacific”, agencies and representative offices widespread
around the world to respond immediately to customer requests.
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Clevertech aims to offer fully integrated systems designed to meet the needs of palletisation and
ends handling. Our systems in fact, are perfectly implanted within the lines of production and
constitute the ideal interface between the production and the logistics. The product is taken over
by the exit from cases or bundles packers to be handed over, palletised , labeled, coded and
wrapped.

CAN MAKING LINE

CAN MAKING LINE

From the time of receipt of the customer’s request, CLEVERTECH analyzes and propose appropriate
technical solutions and the customer is guided step by step to choosing the best system suited to
customer’s needs and provides a strong technical support.
In addition, the realization of high-level automation systems has required the development of highly
skilled process control. Hence, the precise choice of its management to invest significantly in its
electronics and software departments in order to provide modular and integrated solutions.

ROBOTIC PALLETISATION

CONVENTIONAL PALLETISATION

ENDS BALANCER, WRAPPER AND PALLETISER
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MODULAR DESIGN
The concept of modularity has become essential in the technical decisions taken by Clevertech.
With the introduction of the ERP system, 3D drawings and the modular design based on
the implementation of standards groups and their production, Clevertech has improved its
manufacturing process and delivery of machinery.

In addition, the integration of anthropomorphic ROBOT within CLEVERTECH’s solutions, has
enabled the company to create palletising systems of new generation in which the different
technologies come together to give life to a new product, flexible and efficient.
Through the modular design, Clevertech is able to develop and implement customized solutions in
a short time to allow our customers to be the first on the market.

LAYER PALLETISING

ROBOT PALLETISING

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
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LOW LEVEL CANS PALLETTISER
SERIES AP EC 20 PANTOGRAPH

The AP EC 20 PANTOGRAPH series of palletizers is composed of automatic palletizers with
mobile heads. The product is picked by the magnetic head (PM), or vacuum head (PV). The
picking head movement is achieved using a horizontal trolley transfer system. A pantograph
system lifts the product. The magnetic head is equipped with photocells to detect the picking
layer level during operation. The Pantograph series can be integrated with automatic layer pad
and top frame picking devices to increase the degree of automation during the palletization
process, thus reducing downtime.

MACHINE MODEL
AP EC 20 PM PANTOGRAPH

Areosol row formation
AP EC 20
PANTOGRAPH

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

PM

3

3 pc can, 2 pc can ,
aerosol can steel

PV

3

2 pc can , aerosol can
aluminum

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Tie sheet dispenser integrated

10

Quarter club palettisation
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LOW LEVEL CANS PALLETTISER
SERIES AP EC 30 HERCULES

The AP EC 30 HERCULES series of palletizers is composed of automatic palletizers with mobile
heads. The product is picked by the magnetic head (PM) or the vacuum head (PV). The picking
head movement is achieved using a horizontal and vertical trolley transfer system, both guided
to get a correct weight balance. The HERCULES series can be integrated with automatic layer
pad and top frame picking devices to increase the degree of automation during the palletization
process, thus reducing downtime.

MACHINE MODEL
AP EC 30 MF PM HERCULES

Pallet magazine
AP EC 30
HERCULES

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

PM

4

3 pc can, 2 pc can ,
aerosol can steel

PV

4

2 pc can , aerosol can
aluminum

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Cans preformation MF

12

Magnetic Picking head
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HIGH LEVEL INFEED PALLETISER WITH MOVABLE PALLET
SERIES AP EC 40 TRANSFER

The AP EC 40 TRANSFER series is composed of automatic palletizers with mobile pallet. Layers
are transferred by a sweep off device (DBS) on top of a mobile retractable platform. Layers are
formed in mass (MF). The transfer system is particularly suitable when recycled layer pads are
used. The Transfer series can be integrated with automatic layer pad and top frame picking
devices to increase the degree of automation during the palletization process, thus reducing
downtime.

AP EC 40 MF DBS TRANSFER

High capacity tie sheet magazine

MACHINE MODEL

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

AP EC 40
TRANSFER

DBS

4,5

3 pc can, 2 pc can
steel and aluminium

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Tie sheet and Top sheet dispenser
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Movable discharge plate
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HIGH LEVEL INFEED PALLETISER WITH MOVABLE PALLET
SERIES AP EC 50 FAST TRANSFER

The AP EC 50 FAST TRANSFER series is composed of automatic palletizers with mobile
pallets. Layers are transferred by a sweep off device (DBS). Layers are formed in mass (MF) or
in channels (MCF) to provide high-speed productions and ensure fewer gaps. The Fast Transfer
series can be integrated with automatic layer pad and top frame picking devices to increase the
degree of automation during the palletization process, thus reducing downtime.

MACHINE MODEL
AP EC 50 FAST TRANSFER Automatic
palletiser for empty cans

MCF Mass Channel Formation

AP EC 50
FAST TRANSFER

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

DBS MF

5

3 pc can, 2 pc can
steel and aluminium

DBS MCF

8

3 pc can, 2 pc can
steel and aluminium

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Top frame positioner
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Tie sheet positioner
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HIGH LEVEL INFEED PALLETISER WITH MOVABLE PALLET
SERIES AP EC 60 UNIVERSAL

The AP EC 60 UNIVERSAL series is composed of automatic palletizers with mobile pallet. The
product is picked by magnetic head (PM) or by vacuum head (PV). The picking head consists
of a trolley moving horizontally supported by a double rail system that ensures a correct weight
balance and a motorized lifting unit. Layers are formed in mass (MF) or in channels (MCF) to
provide high-speed productions and ensure fewer gaps when forming the layer. The Universal
series can be integrated with automatic layer pad and top frame picking devices to increase the
degree of automation during the palletization process, thus reducing downtime.

MACHINE MODEL
AP EC MF PM UNIVERSAL

Tie sheet and top frame picking device

AP EC 60
UNIVERSAL

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

EC PM MF

6

3 pc can, 2 pc can
steel

EC PV MCF

6

3 pc can, 2 pc can
aluminium

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Layer self-adjusting device
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High capacity tie sheet magazine
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PALLETISING ROBOT WITH MASS FORMATION SYSTEM
SERIES RAP EC PM MF SAGITTARIUS

The RAP EC SAGITTARIUS series is composed of robotic palletizers with fixed pallet. The
product is picked by magnetic head (PM) or by vacuum head (PV). Layers are formed in mass
(MF) or in channels (MFC) to provide high-speed productions and ensure fewer gaps when
forming the layer.
The SAGITTARIUS system is extremely flexible and palletizes multiple products at the same
time. It also allows the same robot to be used thus ensuring totally automatic and flexible
handling of layer pads, top frames and pallets. Clevertech recommends this solution for low to
medium-speed lines.

MACHINE MODEL
RAP EC MF PM SAGITTARIUS double Island

RAP EC PM MF SAGITTARIUS single island

RAP AC PM MF
SAGITTARIUS

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

EC PM MF

5

3 pc can, 2 pc can
steel

EC PV MF

5

3 pc can, 2 pc can
aluminium

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Vaacum picking head for composit cans and
aluminium cans
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Picking head for product, tie sheet and top
frame
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PALLETISING ROBOT WITH ROW FORMATION SYSTEM.
SERIES RAP EC PM RF SAGITTARIUS

The RAP EC RF SAGITTARIUS series is composed of robotic palletizers with fixed pallet and
the layer is formed in rows (RW). It is suitable for handling unstable cans (aerosol, ¼ club).
The SAGITTARIUS system is extremely flexible and palletizes multiple products at the same
time. It also allows the same robot to be used thus ensuring totally automatic and flexible
handling of layer pads, top frames and pallets. Clevertech recommends this solution for low to
medium-speed lines.

MACHINE MODEL
Areosol palettising system

Single infeed solution with lateral pusher

RAP EC RF
SAGITTARIUS

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

EC PM RF

4

3 pc can, 2 pc can,
aerosol can steel

EC PV RF

4

3 pc can, 2 pc
can, aerosol can
aluminium

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Cans layer squaring device
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Row pusher with lateral flaps
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PALLETISING ROBOT FOR STACKED BINS
SERIES RAP EC PP SAGITTARIUS

The RAP EC PP SAGITTARIUS series is composed of robotic palletizers with fixed pallet for the
specific palletization of pre-stacked bins.
The SAGITTARIUS system is extremely flexible and palletizes multiple products at the same
time. It also allows the same robot to be used thus ensuring totally automatic and flexible
handling of layer pads, top frames and pallets. Clevertech recommends this solution for low to
medium-speed lines.

RAP EC PP SAGITTARIUS robot palletiser for
bins

RAP EC PP 2 SAGITTARIUS pallettiser for
two lines

MACHINE MODEL

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

RAP EC PP
SAGITTARIUS

EC PP

6

drums

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Protective plastic foil dispenser
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Tie sheet sucking device
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HIGH SPEED PALLETISING ROBOT
SERIES RAP EC TORPEDO

The TORPEDO RAP EC series is composed of robotic palletizers with fixed pallet. The product
is picked by magnetic head (PM) or by vacuum head (PV). Layers are formed in mass (MF) or
in channels (MFC) to provide high-speed productions and ensure fewer gaps when forming the
layer.
It is a very high-speed palletizer with one robot that picks and deposits the layer and a second
robot that picks the layer pads, top frames and pallets.
Moreover, the TORPEDO system provides totally automatic and flexible unloading and stacking
of layer pads, top frames and pallets, with no need for additional handling by operators.

MACHINE MODEL

RAP EC PM TORPEDO

Magnetic picking head

RAP EC TORPEDO

PICKING
TECHNOLOGY

RELEVANT SPEED
LAYERS/MIN

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

EC PM

8,5

3 pc can, 2 pc can,
can steel

EC PV

9,5

3 pc can, 2 pc
can, aerosol can
aluminium

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Tie sheet picking head
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Tie sheet magazine with elevator
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LAYER PREFORMATION DEVICES

The modular design of Clevertech allows to associate the various palletising platforms to different
types of layer preformation.
Depending on the required speed and the type of product to be treated, Clevertech has at its
disposal a wide range of solutions ranging from traditional preformation at mass formation (MF)
suitable for all kind of empty cans, to dedicated preformation at mass channel formation (MCF)
to eliminate voids and ideal for delicate and unstable aluminum cans until row preformation (RF)
at double or three rows suitable for tall and unstable aerosol cans.

RF

28

MF

MCF
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AUTOFLOW FOR ENDS
SERIES TS 12 /13– TS12 – TS13

The TS 12 AUTOPACKER series is composed of automatic systems for ends production
line unloading and for storing the ends in specific metal trays. This system is particularly
recommended for companies that have in-house ends production because it makes the ends
handling operations simpler without using any ancillary packaging.
The TS 12/13 AUTOFLOW series is composed of automatic systems for loading and unloading
ends line machines. This system also stores the ends in specific metal trays in order to create
inter-operational magazines. The Autoflow system has been universally used to increase
efficiency and lower the production costs of ends lines for more than 15 years.
The TS 13 AUTOFEEDER series is composed of systems that automatically feed seamers and
conversion presses with ends previously stored inside trays. This system is the complementary
solution for the Autopacker and makes component handling easier without any ancillary
packaging.

MACHINE
MODEL

MATERIALS

ENDS TYPE

ENDS DIAM

STORAGE
CAPACITY

mm

FLOW
OUTPUT
epm

AUTOFLOW
TS12/13 STATIC

Steel/
alluminium

OT, EOE,
Peel off

52-99

Limited

6000

AUTOFLOW
TS12/13
DINAMIC

Steel/
alluminium

OT, EOE,
Peel off

52-99

Unlimited

6000

AUTOPACKER
TS12

Steel/
alluminium

OT, EOE,
Peel off

52-99

Unlimited

6000

AUTOFEEDER
TS13

Steel/
alluminium

OT, EOE,
Peel off

52-99

Unlimited

6000

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Static autoflow
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Infeed conveyor stick form
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ROBOTIC AUTOFLOW FOR ENDS
SERIES TS 60

The TS 60 ROBOTIC AUTOFLOW series is composed of automatic systems for loading and
unloading ends line machines. A robotic head ensures smoother and cleaner picking and
dropping operations thus preventing scratching the ends. This system also stores the ends in
specific metal trays in order to create inter-operational magazines.

MACHINE
MODEL

MATERIALS

ENDS TYPE

ENDS DIAM

STORAGE
CAPACITY

mm

TS60 Robotic Autoflow

Ends sleeves picking unit

ROBOTIC
AUTOFLOW TS
60 STATIC

ROBOTIC
AUTOFLOW TS
60 STATIC

FLOW
OUTPUT
epm

Steel/
alluminium

OT, EOE,
Peel off

52-99

Limited

12000

Steel/
alluminium

OT, EOE,
Peel off

52-99

Unlimited

12000

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

Automatic trays handling and discharging
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Flexible design 4 In 8 Out
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WRAPPING MACHINE FOR ENDS
SERIES TS 14

BAGGING MACHINE FOR ENDS
SERIES TS 18

The TS 14 WRAPPING MACHINE series automatically wraps metal and aluminium ends with a
perforated plastic heat-shrink film. The TS14 can handle standard, easy open and sanitary ends
in different sizes. The ends coming from the production line are stacked and counted in stacks
of pre-set lengths. The counting accuracy is ±1 end.

Reverse ends detecting device

MACHINE
MODEL

WRAPPER TS 14

MATERIALS

Steel/alluminium

Aluminium ends stick picking

Ends separation device

ENDS DIAM

SLEEVE
LENGHT

OUTPUT

mm

mm

Packs/minute

52-99

250/800

9

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department
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The TS 18 BAGGING MACHINE series semi-automatically packs metal and aluminium ends in
paper sleeves. The machine is suitable for medium-speed production. The operator can also
manually load paper bags. The counting accuracy is ±1.

MACHINE
MODEL

BAGGER TS 18

Vertical magnetic belt infeed

MATERIALS

Steel/alluminium

ENDS DIAM

SLEEVE
LENGHT

OUTPUT

mm

mm

Packs/minute

52-99

250/800

6

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department
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SNAKE PALLETISER FOR ENDS
SERIES TS 28

SNAKE DEPALLETISER FOR ENDS
SERIES TS 40

The TS 28 SNAKE PALLETISER series automatically palletizes ends sleeves. The palletizing
process is carried out using a picking system that places the ends sleeves on the pallet
according to different layouts. Product stability is guaranteed by a plastic film (or paper) which
is placed between the sleeves with the characteristic snake layout.

TS28 Robotic snake palletiser

MACHINE
MODEL

SNAKE PALLETISER
TS 28

MATERIALS

Steel/alluminium

Internal sticks buffer

SHO Smart Head Operation

ENDS DIAM

SLEEVE
LENGHT

OUTPUT

mm

mm

Packs/minute

52-99

250/800

9

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department
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The TS 40 SNAKE DEPALLETISER series automatically depalletizes the ends sleeves. The
depalletizing process is carried out using a picking head that moves the ends sleeves into the
hopper of the UN3 Unwrapper.
This system is designed to be fully complementary to our UN3 Unwrapper machines.

MACHINE
MODEL

SNAKE
DEPALLETISER
TS 40

Depalletising station

MATERIALS

Steel/alluminium

ENDS DIAM

SLEEVE
LENGHT

OUTPUT

mm

mm

Packs/minute

52-99

250/800

9

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department
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UNWRAPPING MACHINE FOR ENDS
SERIES UN 3

SEAMER FEEDER
SERIES REVOLVER UNP 60

The UN3 UNWRAPPER MACHINE automatically feeds seamers with metal and aluminium ends
packed in shrink wrap plastic film. The UN3 Unwrapper machine can handle standard, easy
open and sanitary ends of different sizes without distinction. This machine can also be designed
in the STAINLESS STEEL version for wet environments or in the PAINTED STEEL version for dry
environments.

High capacity hopper

MACHINE
MODEL

Leister cutting system

MATERIALS

Buffer station

ENDS DIAM

SLEEVE
LENGHT

OUTPUT

mm

mm

Packs/minute

Unwrapper
UN3 S

Steel/alluminium

52-99

400/800

6

Unwrapper
UN3 D

Steel/alluminium

52-99

400/800

9

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department
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The UNP 60 REVOLVER series automatically feeds seamers with metal and aluminum ends
packed in paper bags. The UN P60 is designed with the latest safety features in order to fully
assist line operators. The system can handle different types of ends wrapped in paper without
distinction.

MACHINE
MODEL

REVOLVER UNP 60

Ends pushing system

MATERIALS

Steel/alluminium

ENDS DIAM

SLEEVE
LENGHT

OUTPUT

mm

mm

Packs/minute

52-99

250/800

9

Dedicated equipment is available for ends with a diameter greater than 99.
*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department
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AUTOPRESSA - PRESS FEEDING LINE
SERIES TS 06/09/02

PALLET STRAPPING MACHINE RV

The TS 06/09/02 AUTOPRESSA system automatically delivers the scrolled strips from the scroll
shears to the double die presses. The Autopressa system is extremely flexible and can be easily
integrated with existing layouts.

TS 09 Strip Pack Transfer Vehicle

Clevertech completes its range of products with a full series of pallet strapping machines
perfectly integrated within the Clevertech end of line. Depending on the requirements and
stability of the product, Clevertech can supply strapping systems with single lance RV 1 or with
double lance RV 2, which can also be integrated with rotary platform. The integration of these
machines gives operators a common interface from the point of view of safety, construction
specifications and operator panel, making the end of line easier to manage and more efficient.

TS 26 Shuttle Car
RV 1 Strapping machine

MACHINE MODEL

Double lance system

STRAPPING
TECHNOLOGY

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

NUMBER OF STRAPS
RELEVANT SPEED IN
PALLET/HOUR

RV

2

3

4

5

1

70

45

35

28

Can Making

2

110

110

60

45

Can Making

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

TS 02 Press Feeder

40

TS 06 Scroll Shear Unloader
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PALLET STRETCH WRAPPING MACHINE

Clevertech completes its range of products with a full series of pallet stretch wrapping machines
perfectly integrated inside the Clevertech end of line.
Depending on the requirement and the stability of the product, Clevertech can provide wrapping
systems with rotating platform Mod. PF 30, with rotating arm Mod. PF 40 or with high-speed
rotating ring Mod. PF 80. To reinforce pallet stability, Clevertech proposes the model PF.101 with
rotating ring and corner post dispenser.
The integration of these products allows a common interface for operators both from the point
of view of safety, of construction specifications and of operator’s panel, making the use of the
end of line more easy and safe.

MACHINE MODEL

STRETCH
WRAPPING
TECHNOLOGY

SECTOR OF
APPLICATION

PALLET HEIGHT
RELEVANT SPEED IN
PALLET/HOUR

PF 80 Ring type

PF 30 Rotating platform type

PF

1000

1500

2000

2500

30

35

30

25

20

Can Making

40

45

40

35

30

Can Making

80

100

90

70

65

Can Making

*Above data are only indicative. For a detailed analysis please contact Clevertech Tech. Department

PF 80 film coil automatic change over

PF 40 Rotating arm type
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PRODUCT DATA TRACKING AND PALLET LABELLING

The main goal of a fully integrated end of line is to guarantee a perfect product traceability. For
that purpose, Clevertech provides its “Clevertech Flow package” that allows to:
Interface with the customer’s management system
Create a palletizing program dedicated to each product
Create a stretching program dedicated to each product
Interface with a fully integrated labeling system

Labelling applying arm

Labelling machine for cans pallet

Labelling machine
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Labelling machine with integrated scan
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AFTER SALE SERVICE

CLEVERTECH GREEN AIM

Clevertech is aware of the constant pressure on the environment and of the pollution produced
by corporates during production phase. For this reason, for years, Clevertech has been carrying
an internal policy in favor of Environmental Sustainability, awareness and educating its staff with
recycling operations within the offices and manufacturing plant. Paper, plastic and metals are
recycled every day to push a lifestyle more eco-friendly. To date Clevertech moved to action much
more important that is the installation of Photovoltaic (PV) arrays composed by 432 solar cell and
with a global capacity of 109.00 Kwh at full running. In this way Clevertech reduces CO2 emissions
each year for a total of 58,000 kg and becoming 100% self-sufficient from an energy standpoint.

The CLEVERTECH network of after-sales services offers the ability to respond quickly and efficiently
to customer needs.
Over the years Clevertech has developed and improved this service to facilitate the customer
during machine maintenance and troubleshooting.
Clevertech proposes:
Customer service. Requests also possible directly from the company website
Technical manuals
Machine acceptance
Training for machine operation
Dedicated technical support through teleassistance and on-site service
With the opening of the agency Clevertech North-America and Clevertech Asia Pacific, the aftersales service of CLEVERTECH is able to respond to customer’s problems abroad avoiding loss of
time due to the time zone. The two offices have an internal warehouse and rely qualified personnel
in commercial and technical fields and can easily cope with the demands and requirements
received from the clients.

CLEVERTECH S.p.A.
Via Giacomo Brodolini n. 18/A
42023 – Cadelbosco di Sopra (RE)- Italy
Partita I.V.A. IT01307860351
Tel: +39 0522 911330
Fax: +39 0522 911201
E.mail: info@clevertech-group.com
http: www.clevertech-group.com
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CLEVERTECH S.p.A.
Via Brodolini, 18/A
42020 Cadelbosco Sopra
(Reggio Emilia) Italy
Tel. +39 0522 911330
Fax +39 0522 911201
www.clevertech-group.com
E-mail: info@clevertech-group.com

